The Enkeli, also known as the Angelic Power rune, is one of the most powerful Marks given to the Nephilim by the Angel Raziel and is among the first ones they receive upon initiation, signifying their angelic bonds. It is often used to imbue weapons with angelic properties, which nullifies a demon's healing ability, and wipe them clean of any demonic traces, preventing the wounds inflicted on demons with Marked weapons from healing. Enkeli means "angel" in Finnish. Angel Magic is a set of ritual practices that is believed to control angels, daemons, faeries and genies. This book teaches about the Earth Angels: More Information for Incarnated Angels, Elementals, Wizards, and Other Lightworkers. 202 Pages·2007·3.55 MB·12,992 Downloads·New! Since the publication of her best-selling book Earth Angels (more than 80,000 copies sold), Doreen Virtue presented work 101 Ways to Meet Your Angels: Affirmations and Exercises to Connect with and Learn from Your Angelic Guardians. 210 Pages·2011·1.05 MB·10,843 Downloads·New! Angels are everywhere - watching over Angelic Runes. Volume 01 book. Read 8 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A traveler in search of his father chances upon a pair of... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Angelic Runes, Volume 01 as Want to Read: Want to Read saving...